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Wireless Mechanical Keyboard Delux KM33 BT RGB (grey&white)

Delux KM33 BT RGB Wireless Mechanical Keyboard (gray and white)
KM33 will be perfect for your home and office. The keyboard has a classic, stylish design, and thanks to its compact size, it won't take up
much space on your desk.  Connect  the keyboard permanently  with a USB cable or  use Bluetooth 5.0 and enjoy wireless,  comfortable
operation.
 
Designed for comfortable work
The keyboard is equipped with 61 standard keys and brown Outemu switches, making it  suitable for both gaming and work. The high
keys increase comfort and ensure confident, stable typing and gaming. Its advantage is its compact design, which guarantees tidiness on
your desk and convenience wherever you need it.
 
Plug&Play - guarantee of simple operation
Its classic, stylish design and compact size make it ideal for a wide variety of applications. Work, play games and browse your favorite
websites - the Delux keyboard will provide you with unparalleled comfort of use and fast, smooth operation.
 
The freedom of a long cable
If you prefer a wired solution, a long cable is included, allowing you to position the keyboard anywhere on your desk. With its help you
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can easily charge your device. The cable is distinguished by its sturdy construction, and the additional braid provides it with resistance to
damage and wear, so it will successfully serve you for a long time.
 
Included
Delux KM33 BT RGB mechanical keyboard x 1
USB cable x 1
Manufacturer
Delux
Model
KM33
Type of keyboard
mechanical
Number of connected devices
3
Number of keys
61
Dimensions
293.5 x 103.5 x 43.5 mm
Cable length
1,6
Interface
Bluetooth + USB
Overlays
PBT
Battery
Lithium-polymer ( 1800mA )
Switches
Outemu Brown
Backlighting
Yes, RGB
Color
Gray-white
Key life
50 million clicks

Preço:

€ 41.50

Jogos, Combos
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